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The hazards of overhead electric lines to Black Storks Ciconia nigra
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Abstract Almost every year the death or serious injury of Black Storks Ciconia nigra caused by
overhead electric lines is recorded in the Hungarian ringing database. Among the Black Storks with
satellite transmitters from Hungary the prevalence of electrocution and collision with overhead electric
wires is very high. This is a considerable threat not only near the breeding grounds but along
migration routes as well. MME BirdLife Hungary has been working for years in order to decrease the
risks posed by overhead electric lines, as the threat affects other species as well (including the White
Stork Ciconia ciconia and different raptors). Communication and cooperation with electricity
providers and the importance of international cooperation is also outlined.
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Introduction
Overhead electric line (OEL) networks constitute
a very big threat to all large bird species
worldwide (e.g. Bevanger 1998; APLIC 2006;
Biasotto and Kindel 2018). The problem of OEL
is long known and affects many birds of bigger
size as well in Hungary. The first documented
OELrelated Black Stork Ciconia nigra casualty
in Hungary happened in 1973, when a firstyear
Black Stork wearing a Czechoslovakian ring was
found electrocuted. As the OEL network was
constantly developing and birdrelated field
activities became more frequent, especially after
the founding of MME BirdLife Hungary in 1974,
more cases of electrocution and eventually
collisions were discovered.

Study area and methods
The study area was mostly the area of Hungary. There
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is an outlook on the birds that were affected by
casualties in Hungary of known origin, as well as on
the locations of casualties of the birds that were marked
in Hungary and suffered casualties outside of the
country.
Several methods have been used for data collection,
namely (1) we collected the data of marked (ringed and/
or tagged) Black Storks where the cause of the fatal
event was recorded in the Hungarian Bird Ringing
Database Tringa (Tring application), (2) we collected
the data of Black Storks that were discovered during
the Survey of Mediumvoltage pylons organized by
MME BirdLife Hungary (3) we collected the data of
Black Storks that were recorded in the TOTEM
database (The TOTEM database serves to collect
mortality cases of wild animals that died for various
reasons). This database targets the main causes of
destruction that affect wild amphibian, reptile, bird and
mammal species; e.g. poisoning, electrocution,
collision with vehicles, window collisions, shooting,
etc.). It must be mentioned that Black Storks that had
been tagged and suffered fatalities with a known
location have been collected by us, personally visiting
the locations and getting information about the
circumstances of the casualty.
After data collection, we investigated the age
distribution of the Black Storks that suffered fatal OEL
casualties, with simple frequency analysis.
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Results

Hungary, before the first autumn migration.

We have presented every case of marked Black
Storks that suffered OEL casualties which are
registered in the Tringa database in Figure 1,
altogether 25 individuals. We have also presented
the cases of nonmarked individuals found in
Hungary in Figure 2, altogether 13 individuals.

The data on the marking and finding of the Black
Storks that suffered fatal casualties on OEL are
presented in Table 1.

Out of eight tagged Black Storks which were
originating from Hungary, three have been proven
to have suffered fatal electrocutions and one
collision. Koppány, a breeding male bird that was
tagged in frame of the FlyingOver Natura2000
project in 2005, has been electrocuted near
Yumurcakli, Turkey in the same year. Jenő, a
breeding male bird that was tagged in frame of the
project of the Gemenc Forestry and Game
Management Company in 2015, has been
electrocuted near Konya, Turkey in the same year.
Bea, a breeding female bird that was tagged in
frame of the project of the Gemenc Forestry and
Game Management Company in 2015, has been
electrocuted near Yesilova, Turkey in the same
year. Finally, Mari, a first year bird that was
tagged in frame of the project of the Gemenc
Forestry and Game Management Company in
2017, has suffered fatal collision with OEL in

Discussion
We found 38 Black Stork individuals in the
Hungarian databases which suffered fatal
casualties (electrocution or collision) on overhead
electric line networks.
As the majority of the data are originating from the
ringing database and the registration of non
marked individuals has only been possible in the
past few years, it is very likely that the number of
Black Storks that lost their lives because of OEL
fatalities is much higher than registered. An
important factor is that Black Storks usually use
habitats distant from human settlements, this may
also influence the number of registered cases as
there may be numerous carcasses which are never
found.
According to the analysis of the age distribution of
these birds, we found that 64% of them died on
their first migration, before leaving Europe (see

Figure 1. Marked Black Storks that died on overhead electric lines in the Hungarian database. Blue dot: site of
tagging; red cross: places where the cause of death was collision with electric overhead lines; lightning mark:
places where electrocution was confirmed.
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Figure 2. Non‐marked Black Storks that died on
overhead electric lines in Hungary from the
Hungarian database. Red dot: site of the fatality.

Figure 3). This finding is in accordance with a
case described by Hormann and Richarz (1997).
As the survival rate of first year Black Storks is
very low (0.1696) based on ring recoveries
(Tamás 2011), we suspect that OEL casualties
have a significant role in this low number.
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Figure 3. Age ratio of marked Black Storks that died
on overhead electric lines in the Hungarian database.
(y: year.)
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